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Industry Expert Guest Lecture on

Making a successful transition to corporate world

The Guest lecture was organized on 16.08.2019 (Friday) for 30 students from IV year Electronics and Communication Engineering department.

The guest lecture was conducted by ECE Department, KPRIEnT, Coimbatore. The guest lecture was organized by faculty coordinators Ms.R.Dhivyadevi and Mr.K.Saravanan. The session was ignited by Ms.Sneha.M- Lead Engineer, HCL Technologies, Chennai with her focused and experienced speech on “Making a successful transition to corporate world”.

The expert addressed the demand for the skillful technical young fresher’s in software industries throughout her discussion. She highlighted the importance of updating oneself in the coding languages of C++, .NET and JAVA to fill the industry academic gap. Also, she conducted live attitude test to understand the importance of team work and other soft skills required for corporate world.

Participants were interactive throughout the session and could understand the importance of software skill and mindset required for software industry. We are sure that this Guest lecture will benefit all aspiring participants who are interested in getting placed in software industries.